
Hawthorn, Hazel and Holly Class 

13th September 2019 

News and Reminders 
 

We hope you all had a nice relaxing holiday and are fully refreshed for 

the new school year and we looking forward to an enjoyable and fun 

time teaching your child this year.  

We are pleased to inform you that all of the children have settled in 

wonderfully and are demonstrating a fantastic attitude towards their 

learning. 
 

We have included some information below about our year group that 

you may find useful. 
 

PE will be on the following days:  

Holly  -  Monday/Tuesday 

Hazel  -  Monday/Tuesday 

Hawthorn  - Monday/Friday 
 

Library visits will be on the following days: 

Holly - Wednesday 

Hazel - Wednesday 

Hawthorn - Tuesday 

 

Water bottles: Please supply your child with a named water bottle. 

Children will then have access to water throughout the school day. 

Please no juice, only water as this is easier to clean up after a spillage! 

 

 

Homework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework Day set Day due 

Arithmetic Monday Wednesday 

SPAG Friday Tuesday 

Maths Thursday Monday 

Spellings Tuesday The following Tuesday 

SPAG: This week’s homework will be focusing on nouns. 

MyMaths and Arithmetic: The children have all been given a times 

table activity to complete on MyMaths and have an arithmetic paper to 

complete aimed at their year group. 

Group A Spellings 

vicious 

gracious 

spacious 

malicious 

precious 

conscious 

delicious 

suspicious 

atrocious 

ferocious 

Group B Spellings 

eight 

eighth 

weight 

neighbour 

vein 

caught 

naughty 

taught 

daughter 

autumn 

Group C Spellings 

can 

like 

to 

went 

come 

was 

dog 

the 

see 



Our Topics 

Literacy: Our first English text will be The Explorer. We will be covering a wide range of genres across the term, including descriptive writing, 

persuasive writing, newspaper reports and information texts. 

 

Maths: In Maths children will be focusing on developing and extending their understanding of place value and mental and written calculation 

strategies across all four operations. 

 

Topic - Explorers: During Topic lessons this half term, we will be following in the footsteps of Christopher Columbus as he hoped to discover new 

lands. We will begin our journey by examining the countries of North America, plotting his route and writing from his perspective. Links shall be 

made with Literacy, Numeracy, Geography and Art throughout the lessons. 

 

Science- Life Cycles: During our first half term, we shall be examining the life cycles of plants and animals. We will begin by dissenting plants 

and investigating how plants can reproduce both sexually and asexually- we shall even create an experiment to represent this with potatoes. 

Afterwards we shall look at the life cycles of different animals, in particular the metamorphic life cycle. 

 

Reading Comprehension: Within our Reading Comprehension lessons, we shall be developing our finding and retrieving skills, deduction, 

interference, prediction, as well as developing our vocabulary by using dictionaries to investigate antonyms and synonyms. Each week we shall 

dissect different texts, focusing on different genres throughout the term. This term we shall also be using the Literacy Text ‘The Explorer’ in 

one of our weekly sessions to support their fluency, as well as encouraging the children to read for pleasure and enjoyment.   

 

PE: This term we shall be learning the exciting sport of Tag Rugby, as well as our Dance unit of Explorers. Each week, both lessons will develop the 

children’s agility, balance and coordination skills, as well as their communication, teamwork and personal skills.    

 

Computing: Children will be completing the ‘We are game developers’ project. Through the unit, we will create original artwork and sound for a 

game; design and create a computer program for a computer game, which uses sequence, selection, repetition and variables; detect and correct 

errors in their computer game and use iterative development techniques (making and testing a series of small changes) to improve their game. 

 

RE: Within RE sessions, we will be exploring the question ‘Do Muslims need the Qur’an?’ We will explore different ways of showing belief with 

special reference to Islam. 

 



Our Learning 

Blackout Poem: The children have created some fantastic blackout poems. We started reading our 

‘Explorers’ text and discussed how language can be effective and powerful. We then chose 

between ten and twenty words and phrases which we felt highlighted fear; the noise of the jungle 

or suspense from the plane crash. We boxed up these words and created a jungle theme around 

the words. They will soon be on display between Holly and Hazel Class - we would love you to see 

them! 

  

Roman Numerals: In Maths, we have been recapping on Roman Numerals and how we can use 7 different letters to show different numbers. To 

help us remember the symbols, we came up with our own actions and poses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusion Week: This week, the whole school have been celebrating Inclusion Week and as part of this we looked different difficulties and 

disabilities (physical; autistic spectrum disorder; dyslexia; dyspraxia and speech, language and communication. During our PE 

sessions, we played: one-handed netball and sitting-down benchball and dodgeball. We found the activities challenging but 

also fun and insightful. 

  
 

 

 



Superstar Learners Diary Dates 

Well done to the following children for already reading over 100,000 

words this half term! 

Neve  

Oliver G  

Paige 

Suwayne 

Monday 16th September: Year 6 Assessment Week. 

 

Wednesday 2nd October: Year 6 First Aid Course 

 

Monday 7th October: Individual Photos 

 

Friday 25th October: Harvest Festival 

 


